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ABSTRACT

Identical tandem flippers of plesiosaurs, which are unique among all animals, have been a source of debate regarding the role of hind flippers
in their locomotion. Here, inspired by the kinematics of plesiosaur flippers, the effect of the amplitude ratio on the propulsive performance
of in-line tandem pitching foils is investigated through a series of particle image velocimetry experiments. Three leader-to-follower amplitude
ratios are considered for the foils pitching over a range of 0–2p phase difference. For the first time, it is shown that the amplitude ratio can
significantly affect the performance of the hind foil at spacing larger than one chord length. It is found that the thrust generation of the hind
foil at the optimum phase difference augments by 130% when it is pitching at the twice angular amplitude of the upstream foil. Although the
total performance of the rear-biased and equal amplitude models reaches similar values, thrust production of the hind foil in the equal ampli-
tude model increases only by 23%. By contrast, the performance of the forward-biased model decreases drastically for all phase differences
due to the destructive wake–foil interaction of the hind foil. Studying the instantaneous wake–foil interactions, it is found that high thrust
generation is associated with the formation of a vortex pair on the suction side of the hind foil, which causes stronger trailing edge vortices to
shed with a greater total wake spacing. Finally, through scaling analysis, high-thrust configurations of tandem models are ranked based on
the total efficiency of the system.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0088453

I. INTRODUCTION

Plesiosaurs, Mesozoic marine reptiles, are known for their body
planform, unique among all extinct and existing animals. They exhibit
identical wing-like tandem flippers, leading to controversial discus-
sions on their locomotion, and in particular, regarding the role of the
hind flipper in propulsion, known as the “four-wing” problem.1

Throughout the evolution of plesiosaurs, the similarity in the size and
geometry between the fore and hind flippers of the reptiles remained
consistent. This is indicative of a high importance of this characteristic
for plesiosaurs fitness. It was suggested that plesiosaurs with long
necks and small heads were ambush predators, whereas plesiosaurs
with short necks and large heads, also known as pliosaurs, were pur-
suit predators.2,3 Generally, natural swimmers and flyers are capable of
both impressive acceleration and maneuvering, and highly efficient
cruising. These traits have led to significant interest in biological swim-
ming and flight in the context of biomimetic and bio-inspired aero-
and hydrodynamics. Many animals propel themselves by flapping
their wings, flippers, or tail fins. Biologically inspired flapping

propulsion is often abstracted by oscillating foils.4,5 A wide range of
experiments and numerical simulations have been carried out to reveal
the flow dynamics and other aspects associated with the performance
of oscillating foils, for instance as reviewed byWu et al.6

An early investigation of thrust generation by a flapping airfoil
was provided by Knoller and Verein7 and Betz8 independently. It was
discovered that the oscillatory nature of flapping motion leads to
oscillatory lift, and subsequently the generation of force in the direc-
tion of flight, a phenomenon known as the Knoller–Betz effect.9 The
motion of an oscillating foil can be characterized with the Strouhal
number, defined as St ¼ 2Af =U1, where A denotes amplitude, f is
frequency, and U1 is the freestream velocity. The Strouhal number is
closely associated with force generation (e.g., see Baik et al.10) and may
be conceptualized as the ratio of length scales of oscillation to convec-
tion. At low Strouhal numbers, a drag producing vortex street known
as the B�enard–von K�arm�an wake forms in the wake of an oscillating
foil. With increasing the Strouhal number, the vortex street eventually
inverts to become a so-called reverse B�enard–von K�arm�an wake,11
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which roughly coincides with the transition from a drag producing to
a thrust producing wake.12,13 This flow pattern is very similar to that
formed in the wake of natural flapping propulsors, subject to minor
differences associated with flapping (rotation about a shoulder joint)
vs quasi-2D oscillation.14,15 Natural flyers and swimmers have been
observed to flap their wings and flippers within a only a narrow range,
0:2 < St < 0:4 in cruising conditions across a wide range of Reynolds
numbers and biological origination.16,17 This range coincides with the
optimal propulsive efficiency observed in oscillating foil experi-
ments.4,18 Experiments by Jones et al.19 demonstrated that the transi-
tion from thrust generation to drag production occurs in the wake of
an oscillating foil when the amplitude of oscillation was increased
beyond a certain critical point for fixed Strouhal number.
Meanwhile, a closely related similarity parameter is the reduced
frequency, k ¼ pfc=U1,

20 which can be interpreted as the ratio of
the timescale of oscillation to the timescale of freestream convec-
tion, characterizing the degree of unsteadiness imposed by oscilla-
tion in the flow. Here, c denotes the chord length of the oscillating
foil. Numerous studies have shown that while thrust increases with
reduced frequency, high efficiencies are achieved at relatively low
reduced frequencies.6

For many flyers and swimmers in nature, locomotion is achieved
through the interaction of multiple propulsors. For example, many
fish generate thrust via complex interactions between the caudal fin
and the vortices shed in the wake of the dorsal fin positioned
upstream.15,21 Similarly, dragonflies adjust the phase between the fore
and hind wings to switch between different flight modes.22 Akhtar
et al.23 modeled the dorsal and tail fin interaction of bluegill sunfish
via in-line pitching and heaving tandem foils. They showed that at the
correct phase difference (/) between the foils, the vortices shed from
the upstream foil causes the leading edge vortex (LEV) on the down-
stream foil to stall, which in turn increases the thrust and efficiency of
the downstream foil significantly. Similar wake interactions were
observed by Rival et al.24 and Broering et al.,25 where, inspired by
dragonfly flight, they studied the effect of the phase difference between
two tandem foils. Through the experiments24 and numerical simula-
tions,24,25 they identified two distinct modes of either instantaneous
high thrust generation, or energy extraction, depending on the phase
difference. In each of the aforementioned studies, the spacing between
the foils was kept constant within each study.

Other examples of tandem foil propulsion in nature include fish
schooling26–29 and bird flocking,30,31 where favorable interactions
within the flow allow neighboring animals to enhance the propulsive
performance and efficiency by adjusting their flapping behavior (syn-
chronization) and distance from the neighbor. Studies on tandem
pitching foils32,33 and tandem pitching and heaving foils34–38 have
shown that the propulsive performance of the downstream foil is
primarily determined by the phase difference and spacing of the foils.
For either case, the parameters adjust the time-of-arrival of the
vortices shed from the upstream foil arriving at the downstream
foil. Boschitsch et al.32 investigated the full phase space range of
0 </ < 2p of tandem pitching foils across spacings of 0.25–4.25c,
subject to high reduced frequencies and low amplitudes. In this config-
uration, it was demonstrated that, at spacings larger than 0.5c, the per-
formance of the upstream foil was not affected by the presence of
downstream foil, which was later confirmed by other studies.35,36 They
argued that the velocity induced by vortices shed from the upstream

foil could result in leading edge separation on the downstream foil,
and if this separation occurred on the suction side of that foil, as deter-
mined by the time-of-arrival, the resulting induced vortex increased
lift and thrust generation by further dropping the pressure. This subse-
quently results in a wake mode characterized by high momentum and
coherence.32 Broader parametric studies have been conducted to
address more complex tandem foil interactions, to better match behav-
ior observed in nature. Joshi and Mysa37 studied the effect of leader-
to-follower chord ratio in the range of 0.25–1.0 for combined pitching
and heaving of tandem foils across spacings of 1–10c at k¼ 0.62. They
reported that maximum thrust decreases at smaller chord ratios due to
the reduced energy in the wake of upstream foil. However, it was
observed that efficiency remains larger at all chord ratios for high
values of thrust. Kurt et al.39 investigated the effect of follower-to-
leader amplitude ratio across the range of 1–1.48 for phase difference of
0 < / < 2p at a fixed 0.5c spacing. They reported that the peak col-
lective efficiency increases by 29%, where the collective thrust was
enhanced by 63%–84%.

In the paleontology literature, it has been generally argued that
plesiosaurs flapped their flippers dorso-ventrally to propel themselves,
known as underwater flight or lift-based propulsion, similar to pen-
guins and sea turtles.2,40,41 Therefore, plesiosaur locomotion can be
abstracted by tandem oscillating foils, which is a general wake–foil
interaction and vortex dynamics problem. Liu et al.,42 using inviscid
flow simulations, studied the locomotion of plesiosaurs. Although they
studied acceleration from rest, they concluded that plesiosaurs were
reliant on the fore flippers for propulsion. More recently, Muscutt
et al.,41 using reconstructed plesiosaur flippers, experimentally showed
that in cruising conditions, the hind flipper would have reached 60%
higher thrust and 40% higher efficiency if both the fore and hind flip-
pers flapped in harmony with a particular ideal phase difference. It
was argued that the general flow and vortex shedding are independent
of the flipper planform, as they are also observed in two-dimensional
tandem flipper simulations. In their experiments, they considered the
effect of spacing (either three or seven chord lengths) and the effect of
frequency (Strouhal number) on the propulsive performance of the
hind foil. However, both the fore and hind foils had the identical fre-
quency and amplitude of oscillation in each of the configurations they
investigated.

Although the physical planform of plesiosaur flippers was likely
identical, the morphologies of the fore and hind flippers were slightly
different. Fossil records show that the fore flippers of long-necked ple-
siosaurs had higher angular amplitude range than hind flippers,42,43

and the pectoral (shoulder) girdles were more developed than pelvic
girdles, unlike short-necked plesiosaurs (pliosaurs), which had more
developed pelvic girdles.44,45 Furthermore, assuming identical kine-
matics for both flippers is an ideal condition, which might not be the
choice of an animal in the nature for cruising condition. In this study,
inspired by the difference observed in morphologies and the angular
excursion range between the plesiosaur’s two sets of flippers, through
a set of particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiments, we attempt to
understand the effect of amplitude ratio on the propulsive perfor-
mance of high-amplitude tandem pitching foils, and its relationship
with the phase difference between the foils. Furthermore, we elaborate
on the underlying mechanism of thrust generation in the studied con-
figurations by analyzing the wake–foil interactions in detail. The
results presented in the current work may be valuable to inform future
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studies focusing on plesiosaur locomotion or efficient marine/aerial
vehicle design.

II. METHODOLOGY

The experiments were conducted in a recirculating open-surface
water channel with a cross-section of 0.68� 0.47 m, length of 5.2m,
and turbulence intensity of 4%.46 The water depth was maintained at
0.35m throughout the experiments. Two identical airfoils with a
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) 0012 cross-
section and c¼ 0.069 m chord were mounted vertically from above
the channel (see Fig. 1). The airfoils were manufactured as continuous
aluminum extrusions. To limit three-dimensional effects, the gap
between the foils and the floor of the water channel were maintained
at 5% of chord length. The pitching axis was the aerodynamic center
of either airfoil and was driven by independent stepper motors
(PK258-02Dl, Oriental Motor). Motion control was achieved by
microcontroller. The fore foil was pitched harmonically at
af ¼ a0;f sinð2pftÞ, while the hind foil was pitched with a phase differ-
ence (/) at ah ¼ a0;h sinð2pft þ /Þ, where f is frequency, t is time,
and a0;f and a0;h are the maximum angle of attack of the fore and
hind foils, respectively.

In this study, the amplitude ratio is defined as the ratio of the
maximum angles of attack of the fore foil to the hind foil (pitch ampli-
tudes), Ar ¼ a0;f=a0;h. This definition is slightly different than that
given by Kurt et al.39 describing the amplitude ratio as the ratio of
trailing edge amplitudes of the foils. However, the difference in the
numerical values of Ar determined by either derivation is small for the
parameters in this study and therefore does not affect the results or
the conclusion of this study. The trailing edge amplitude of the motion
is obtained as Af ¼ ð3c=4Þ sinða0;f Þ for the fore foil and Ah ¼ ð3c=4Þ
sinða0;hÞ for the hind foil (Fig. 2). For all measurements, in order to

isolate the effect of amplitude ratio (Ar) on the propulsive perfor-
mance of the tandem system, all parameters except the amplitude of
the fore foil (Af ) and phase difference (/) between the foils, are con-
stants. Three amplitude ratios of Ar¼ 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 (represented,
respectively, as Ar0:5, Ar1 and Ar1:5 models) were investigated in this
study. For each of the tandem models, 8 phase differences
(0 < / < 2p with p=4 increment) were set between the foils, totaling
in 24 tandem pitching configurations to study. The free stream velocity
was maintained at U1 ¼ 0:078 m/s. The frequency of oscillation was
identical for both foils at f¼ 0.44 s�1 throughout the experiments.
Therefore, the chord-based Reynolds number was Rec ¼ U1c=v
¼ 5382 and the reduced frequency was k ¼ pfc=U1 ¼ 1:22, where v
is the kinematic viscosity of the water. The Reynolds number is within
the range used in previous studies of tandem pitching foils.32,33 The
Strouhal number is defined based on the trailing edge amplitude of
the foils as St ¼ 2Af =U1. As this study is inspired by plesiosaurs, the
inter-foil spacing was set to S ¼ 3c to be consistent with the measure-
ments of a recently studied specimen by Muscutt et al.41 The pitching
angle of the hind foils and fore foil of Ar1 model was chosen as an
average value of the dorso-ventral flapping angle of three plesiosaur
specimens (67�) as reported by Muscutt,47 and the pitch amplitude of
the fore foils of Ar0:5 and Ar1:5 was chosen to closely represent the
minimum and maximum flapping ranges measured from plesiosaur
fossils, respectively.42,47 Other parameters such as freestream velocity
and frequency were picked to overlap the Strouhal number range
observed in nature for efficient cruising conditions, that is,
0:2 < St < 0:4.16,17 A summary of the configurations and associated
kinematics is presented in Table I. Although the effect of amplitude
ratio is studied here with a coarse granularity, it should be noted that
further decreasing the amplitude of the fore foil in order to study the
effect of lower amplitude ratios would likely result in drag production
by the fore foil, and such an investigation is beyond the scope of the
present study.

The flow field was characterized with a PIV system composed of
a Photron FASTCAM Mini WX50 high-speed camera (2048� 2048
pixel2 resolution, 10lm pixel size), and a 5W continuous-wave
Nd:YAG laser (k¼ 532nm). The high-speed camera was equipped
with Nikon AF NIKKOR 20mm f/2.8D lens. The flow was seeded
with polymer microspheres with the diameter of 20lm. The images
were captured at 125 frames per second (fps) for single foils (fore foils)
and 200 fps for hind foils. The shutter speed was set at 1/300 s during
both single foil and hind foil recordings. PIV images were processed
with in a commercial software package (LaVision DaVis 8.4.0). The
final interrogation window with the size of 48� 48 pixels and 50%
overlap was selected to perform the vector calculations. Each of the
test cases was repeated and recorded 10 times, and the results were
ensemble-averaged in order to obtain the final vector fields.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and PIV configuration utilized in this study. The camera
captured the flow field from the underneath of the water channel, while the laser illu-
minated the flow field from side.

FIG. 2. Control volume surrounding the tandem foils.

TABLE I. Summary of the kinematics of fore and hind foils in each of the tandem
configurations.

Model Ar amax;fðdegÞ amax;hðdegÞ Stf Sth

Ar0:5 0.5 16.5 33.5 0.17 0.32
Ar1 1.0 33.5 33.5 0.32 0.32
Ar1:5 1.5 50 33.5 0.45 0.32
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Uncertainty of displacement in PIV measurements, which is suggested
by Raffel et al.48 to be 0.1 pixel as sub-pixel accuracy of particle loca-
tions, corresponds to 2% and 3.2% of free stream velocity in single foil
and tandem foil measurements, respectively.

Mean thrust force on the airfoils was obtained by applying the
integral momentum theorem to the control volume around the airfoils
as shown in Fig. 2. As the variation of velocity with respect to time was
sinusoidal for every oscillation cycle, it can be inferred that the
unsteady momentum term should be zero when cycle-averaged.
Therefore, the spatial integral of the cycle-averaged momentum flux
was equivalent to the cycle-averaged of the spatial integral. Hence, the
steady mean thrust coefficient was estimated via following equation:

CT ¼
2
c

ðþY
�Y

�uðyÞ
U1

�uðyÞ
U1
� 1

� �
dy: (1)

Here, the overbar in �uðyÞ denotes the cycle-averaged streamwise
velocity, which was performed over two cycles. The downstream con-
trol surface was 0.7c downstream of the trailing edge of the single foil
or hind foil, respectively. In previous studies, it is well documented
that the propulsive performance of the fore foil is not affected by the
presence of hind foil when the inter-foil spacing is larger than one
chord length (S > 1c).32,35,36 Since the inter-foil spacing in all experi-
ments in the present study was set to S ¼ 3c, the thrust coefficient of
isolated foils obtained here can be considered as the propulsive perfor-
mance of the fore foils in tandem configurations (Ar0:5, Ar1, and
Ar1:5), if we wish to decompose the contributions to thrust.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first study the propulsive performance and the
flow field of single isolated foils, with amplitudes matching forward
foils of the three cases above. Then, we analyze the effect of amplitude
ratio on the performance of tandem systems in terms of the flow field,
wake–foil interactions, and the interactions of the wake structures of
the high-performance and low-performance cases in all tandem
models.

A. Propulsive performance of single foils

In order to provide a baseline for comparison, we obtained the
time-averaged thrust of individual foils, with pitching kinematics
matching the three different kinematic cases that would be used in
tandem-foil tests later. The propulsive performance of single foil mea-
surements obtained from the wake at x=c ¼ 0:7 from the trailing edge
is as follows: �CT;f ;0:5 ¼ 0:02; �CT;f ;1 ¼ 0:13, and �CT;f ;1:5 ¼ 0:54. As it
is stated in Sec. II, these values are also representative thrust coeffi-
cients of fore foils in corresponding tandem configurations. Therefore,
the results are denoted with additional subscripts corresponding to the
analogous tandem-foil kinematics, to be consistent with Secs. III and
IV It can be seen that the time-averaged thrust increases by increasing
the Strouhal number, which is consistent with the literature.32,33,49

Comparing the performance of the single foils in this study to the
ones obtained by Boschitsch et al.,32 it can be seen that isolated foils in
this study produce marginally less thrust at the same Strouhal number.
This was expected and can be explained by considering the additional
effect of the reduced frequency on the performance of a pitching foil.
The foils in the present study are pitching at relatively high amplitudes
and low reduced frequency than the ones studied by Boschitsch et al.32

As shown by Jones et al.,19 for a fixed Strouhal number, the propulsive
performance of an oscillating foil decreases when the oscillation ampli-
tude is increased beyond a certain limit.

The performance of the fore (single) foil of Ar1, �CT;f ;1, will be
used as reference to normalize the total performance obtained for the
tandem systems. We chose it as reference case because the hind foil in
all tandem configurations was pitching with the kinematics of the fore
(single) foil of Ar1 configuration. Hereafter, any data referred to as
“reference” will refer to an isolated foil of this amplitude. This also cor-
responds to the average excursion amplitude of plesiosaur flippers
(67�) as discussed in Sec. II. Therefore, the normalized performance of
any tandem configuration exceeding �C�T > 1 is an indication of thrust
augmentation if the hind flipper was involved in plesiosaur locomo-
tion. Values exceeding �C�T > 2 in tandem configurations would dem-
onstrate that tandem flippers as a system exceed the sum of its
individual flippers in isolated (uncoupled) conditions and equivalent
kinematics. Further analyses are provided in Sec. III C.

B. Flow field of single foils

The instantaneous normalized vorticity field and cycle-averaged
velocity field over two cycles of the single foil are shown in Fig. 3. The
instantaneous vorticity fields of isolated foils representing the corre-
sponding fore foils of Ar1 [Fig. 3(c) Multimedia view] and Ar1:5 [Fig.
3(e)] show that a reverse B�enard–von K�arm�an vortex street is formed
where two vortices of opposite sign shed per cycle, as expected. In the
case of fore foil of Ar0:5 [Fig. 3(a)] two like-signed vortices are
observed to shed during each stroke. Note that the shadow cast by the
foil and the regions obstructed by the parallax effect from the tip of the
foil are covered with white polygon with gray edges. In these figures,
vorticity is normalized as x� ¼ xc=U1.

The vortices in the wake of the fore foil in Ar1:5 are larger and
stronger than Ar1. In Fig. 3(c) (Multimedia view), focusing on the
middle of the upstroke of the reference case, the leading edge vortex
(LEV) forms on the lower surface of the foil during the upstroke
(LEV-u) and rolls toward the trailing edge during the downstroke.
Here “u” denotes upstroke. Once the LEV-u reaches the trailing edge
at the end of the stroke, its strength decreases as it detaches and mixes
with opposite-sign vorticity as the foils begins the next stoke. The
weak LEV-u, after shedding, interacts with the TEV shed during the
upstroke (TEV-u) and is partially annihilated. A similar interaction is
seen for vortices of the single foil of Ar1:5, except that in this case, the
LEV-u detaches during the upstroke due to the very high pitching
amplitude, yet remains close to the bottom surface until it reaches the
trailing edge at the end of the downstroke. The time-averaged velocity
fields of both fore foils of Ar1 and Ar1:5 [Figs. 3(d) and 3(f)] illustrate a
jet wake behind the foils where the momentum of the jet is higher in
Ar1:5, consistent with the presence of stronger vortices observed in its
wake. The cycle-averaged (two cycles) flow field figures are mirrored
with respect to the center of the wake to remove the shadow cast by
the foil in the laser sheet. In Ar0:5 configuration [Fig. 3(a)], due to its
low amplitude and low reduced frequency, it can be seen that circula-
tion from the shear layer is shed as several smaller vortices, and the
two like-signed primary vortices (TEV-u1 and TEV-u2) retain their
coherence as they advect downstream. The time-averaged flow field of
the single foil in Ar0:5 in Fig. 3(b) demonstrates a weak jet in the mid-
dle of the wake, which corresponds to the small amount of thrust pro-
duced relative to the other isolated foils.
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C. Propulsive performance of tandem foils

Time-averaged thrust coefficients obtained for each of the models
are presented in Fig. 4. These thrust coefficients represent the com-
bined tandem foil system. Thrust coefficients presented in this figure

are normalized with the value obtained for the reference single foil,
that is, �CT;f ;1 ¼ 0:13. It should be noted, however, that the particular
choice of normalization value does not affect the conclusions, as the
relative performance of each case will remain the same. It can be seen
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FIG. 3. Vorticity fields (left column) and cycle-averaged velocity fields (right column) of single foils representing fore foils of: (a) and (b) Ar0:5, (c) and (d) Ar1, and (e) and (f)
Ar1:5. Flow fields of (c) and (d) also represent the flow fields of reference single foil. Multimedia view of Fig. 3(c): https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0088453.1
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that the time-averaged thrust obtained for a tandem configuration is
highest for the Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4. For this case, the total thrust
obtained is about 2.5 times of the value obtained for the reference flap-
ping foil, meaning the hind foil approximately achieved 130% increase
in thrust than it would have in isolation. This is to say that for this par-
ticular phase difference, the small addition to the wake momentum
generated by the low-amplitude fore foil more than doubles the thrust
produced by the hind foil. Generally, it is evident that Ar0:5 configura-
tions produce higher thrust (or lower drag, depending on the phase
difference) compared to Ar1 and Ar1:5 configurations. This increase in
performance can be explained with reference to the instantaneous
flow field, which is the topic of Sec. IIID.

The highest thrust producing configuration of Ar0:5 (/ ¼ 5p=4)
outperformed the highest-thrust case of Ar1 (/ ¼ 3p=2), but only by
approximately 10%. For this phase difference, Ar1 produced 2.2 times
the thrust of the reference case, such that the thrust produced by the
hind foil in this configuration was only slightly augmented (23%) by
the addition of the upstream foil. This relatively small increment was
expected. In addition to the effect of lower reduced frequency in our
experiments, as it has been shown by Boschitsch et al.,32 the peak
thrust and efficiency are achieved at spacings S < 2:5c for in-line tan-
dem pitching foils. Our results show that Ar1:5, when the fore foil has
higher amplitude than the hind foil, produced 56% less thrust than the
reference case, even at its optimum phase difference (/ ¼ 7p=4). All
other configurations of Ar1:5 produced either negligible thrust or drag.
Presented values of thrust coefficient in Fig. 4 are found to be
completely periodic for Ar0:5 and Ar1 models. Additionally, it can be
seen that the optimum phase difference between the fore and hind
foils increases for increasing amplitude ratio. This increment is even
more evident when we compare the optimum phase difference of
Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4 and Ar1:5 at / ¼ 7p=4.

From the paleontological perspective, as the Ar0:5 model, repre-
senting a rear-biased locomotion, demonstrates superiority over other
tandem models, it can be speculated that plesiosaurs could likely

achieve higher performance by utilizing this type of locomotion. This
swimming behavior is consistent with fossil records of short-necked
plesiosaurs (pliosaurs), which exhibit more developed pelvic girdles
than pectoral girdles. Meanwhile, fossil records of long-necked plesio-
saurs exhibit relatively larger pectoral girdles, which is more consistent
with forward-biased locomotion. However, as none of the configura-
tions of Ar1:5 model exceed the reference single foil performance, it is
unlikely that they used this configuration for cruising locomotion.
Another practicable model investigated in this study is Ar1, which rep-
resents the equal-amplitude motion. Our results suggest that plesio-
saurs could likely experience augmented performance by utilizing this
type of locomotion, confirming the findings of Muscutt et al.41

However, at the optimum phase difference, the hind foil in highest
thrust phase of Ar0:5 model achieves higher thrust than the one
observed for Ar1.

D. Flow field of tandem foils

In order to understand the mechanisms causing the various
amplitude ratios to produce such high and low performances, we must
investigate the instantaneous dynamics of the wake structures.
Following this, we present a comparative analysis between the high-
thrust cases of Ar0:5 and Ar1 configurations to further reveal the effect
of amplitude ratio on the performance of an in-line tandem pitching
system.

Model Ar0:5: In the highest thrust case, corresponding to a phase
difference between the foils of / ¼ 5p=4, it is seen that the two small
vortices shed from the fore foil (which is pitching at half amplitude of
the hind foil), denoted by TEV-uf(1) and TEV-uf(2) in Fig. 5(a)
(Multimedia view), arrive at the vicinity of hind foil at t=T ¼ 0:37 at
the beginning of the upstroke. Note that t/T in Fig. 5 refer to time
within an oscillation cycle of the fore foil and not a phase difference.
Hereafter, “f” and “h” are used in association with “LEV” and “TEV”
to distinguish weather the vortex is shed from the fore (“f”) or hind
(“h”) foil. The TEV-uf(2) is weaker than TEV-uf(1) and passes far
above the surface of the foil and annihilates further at the downstream
not affecting the performance. The TEV-uf(1), however, arrives at the
leading edge at the middle of the upstroke t=T ¼ 0:62 [Fig. 5(b),
Multimedia view]. This instance is concurrent with the onset of forma-
tion of LEV-uh with the opposite sign. Since TEV-uf(1) has come very
close to the leading edge, it induces the leading edge. As the upstroke
proceeds, the TEV-uf(1) leaves the induced LEV-uh and quickly
moves toward the trailing edge while remaining attached to the lower
surface of the foil due to the suction. At the end of the upstroke at
t=T ¼ 0:87 [Fig. 5(c), Multimedia view], the TEV-uf(1) reaches to the
trailing edge inducing a larger TEV-dh, which is going to be shed the
next stroke, that is, downstroke. The TEV-uf(1) and the induced TEV-
dh form a vortex pair which its (uy) component of induced velocity
causes the TEV-dh to shed at a farther lateral distance from the center
of the wake compared to the TEVs shed from the reference foil. The
TEV-dh shed from the lower surface of the foil induces the shear layer
on lower surface which by the beginning of the downstroke will shed
and amalgamate into the induced TEV-dh resulting in a stronger TEV
than the one shed from the reference foil. This is confirmed as shown
in Fig. 6 demonstrating the time history of the circulation evolution of
the TEVs. The circulation of the vortices is calculated along the closed
contour, which surrounds the vorticity. Values above 10% of the maxi-
mum vorticity were chosen to calculate the circulation. The vortex

FIG. 4. Variation of time-averaged normalized thrust coefficients of tandem configu-
rations, �C

�
T , with phase difference (/) between the fore and hind foils, obtained at

x=c ¼ 0:7 from the trailing edge of the hind foil. The dashed line indicates the nor-
malized performance of the reference single foil.
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FIG. 5. Instantaneous vorticity fields of hind foil in model Ar0:5 at: (a)–(d) / ¼ 5p=4 corresponding to high-performance case and (e)–(h) / ¼ p=2 corresponding to low-
performance case. t/T denotes the time in the oscillation period of the fore foil. This figure illustrates the arrival of TEV-uf(1) at the hind foil and their interactions during one
oscillation cycle of the hind foil. The green arrow positioned on the trailing edge demonstrates the instantaneous direction of the foil motion. Multimedia view of Figs. 5(a)–5(d):
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0088453.2
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pair starts decoupling at the instance of TEV shedding and the onset
of downstroke. At this instance, the vortex pair decouples construc-
tively (without generating secondary wake structures), and while the
TEV-dh continues growing because of the vorticity supply from the
lower surface of the foil, the TEV-uf(1) joins the like-signed secondary
structures from the vorticity tail of the TEV-uh shed from previous
stroke. This becomes clearer later at t=T ¼ 1:07 as the downstroke
proceeds [Fig. 5(d), Multimedia view]. The LEV-uf formed at the mid-
dle of the upstroke eventually starts rolling down at the beginning of
the downstroke and similar to the reference single foil becomes weaker
and detached at the end of the downstroke and later gets annihilated
as a result of interaction of the vortices shed from previous stroke.

The result of shedding of stronger trailing edge vortex, which is
positioned at a higher lateral distance from the wake center, becomes
evident in time-averaged wake shown in Fig. 7(a), which indicates the
presence of a stronger and wider jet in the wake of the hind foil than
the reference foil. Heathcote and Gursul50 observed similar enhanced
thrust from such wake signature, although produced through different
means (flexible foils, in their case).

Conversely, when the phase difference between the foils is set to
(/ ¼ p=2), the vortical structures of the foils did not have constructive
interactions. The TEV-uf(1) arrives at the leading edge of the hind foil
shortly after the middle of its downstroke at t=T ¼ 0:67 [Fig. 5(f)]. The
velocity induced by TEV-uf(1) enhances the shear-layer velocity on the
hind foil, increasing the strength of LEV-dh. TEV-uf remains behind
the LEV-dh until they together arrive at the trailing edge, at the end of
the downstroke, where LEV-dh detaches from the trailing edge. As the
upstroke begins, LEV-dh is between TEV-ud shedding from the top of
the foil and TEV-uf(1) behind it, as shown in Fig. 5(g) at t=T ¼ 0:87.
This causes a reduction in circulation to LEV-dh as a result of vorticity
annihilation. Eventually, as the result of this interaction and annihilation
of the LEV-dh at t=T ¼ 1:07, as shown in Fig. 5(h), smaller secondary
vortices form that result in drag in the time-averaged Fig. 7(b).

Model Ar1: The wake structures of the highest-thrust configura-
tion of Ar1 (/ ¼ 3p=2) are very similar to Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4. In
general, strong TEVs are present at the wake of the hind foil and
the time-averaged flow field reveals a wider jet wake with higher
momentum at centerline compared to the wake of the reference foil. At
t=T ¼ 0:50 [Fig. 8(a), Multimedia view], a single TEV-uf arrives at the
leading edge of the lower surface of the hind foil, which is at that point
in the middle of its upstroke. Here, the velocity induced by TEV-uf pro-
duces a shear layer at the leading-edge, forming an LEV on the bottom
surface. As the foil proceeds upstroke motion, due to the proximity of
TEV-uf to the surface of the hind foil, it forms a vortex pair with LEV-
uh in contrast to Ar0:5. This vortex pair remains attached to the surface
of the foil and advects toward the trailing edge as seen in Fig. 8(b)
(Multimedia view) (t=T ¼ 0:60) and reaches the trailing edge at the
end of upstroke [t=T ¼ 0:85 in Fig. 8(c), Multimedia view]. Similar to
Ar0:5, due to the induced velocity of the vortex pair, LEV-uh sheds far-
ther away from the wake centerline. However, we should note the differ-
ence that in the case of Ar1, it is the induced LEV-uh being shed, while
in the case of Ar0:5, it is the induced TEV-uh. The start of downstroke is
concurrent with the decoupling of the vortex pair. In this configuration,
the decoupling is not as constructive as what seen in Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4
since the vortex pair is composed of stronger vortices compared to the
one in Ar0:5. As the downstroke proceeds, the shed LEV-uf induces
multiple secondary TEVs on the lower surface, and the TEV-dh merges
with LEV-uf, together forming a stronger combined vortex [denoted as
TEV-dh þ LEV-uh in Fig. 8(d), Multimedia view]. The growth of TEV
circulation shown in Fig. 6 indicates a faster TEV evolution in the case
of Ar1 than Ar0:5.

The instantaneous vorticity field of the wake of the hind foil is
similar to the one observed by Boschitsch et al.32 studying in-line tan-
dem pitching foils, where a classic reverse B�enard–von K�arm�an wake
is observed. However, the underlying mechanism was found to be dif-
ferent. In their study, the induced LEV on the hind foil, which formed
due to the presence of vortex arriving from the fore foil, annihilated
later as it reached to the trailing edge at the end of each stroke, unlike
what was observed in the current study. On the other hand, in the pre-
sent study, the lower reduced frequency and higher amplitude allow
the induced LEV to have enough time to reach to the trailing edge
before the foil reverses direction. The higher reduced frequency in
their study also has caused a narrower jet in the wake of the hind foil,
producing higher thrust compared to Ar1. Despite the differences in
kinematics, however, they found a similar ideal phase differences for
the spacing of S ¼ 3c (/ ¼ 3p=2).

The another extreme configuration of Ar1, which produced high-
est drag, appeared at / ¼ 1p=4. Figures 8(e)–8(h) illustrate the instan-
taneous vorticity field. It is shown that at t=T ¼ 0:50, TEV-uf arrives
at the leading edge of the hind foil when the foil has already started its
downstroke. Here, TEV-uf induces an LEV of opposite sign, which
subsequently detaches before the foil reaches to the middle point of its
downstroke. At t=T ¼ 0:60 [Fig. 8(f)], continuing the downstroke, it
is seen that TEV-uf is overtaking the LEV-uh, while they advect down-
stream. Later, at t=T ¼ 0:85, when the foil is close to the end of down-
stroke, the detached LEV-uh reaches at the trailing edge. At
t=T ¼ 1:05, as seen in Fig. 8(h), the LEV-uh is broken down in its
interaction with the shear layer vortices and the TEV-uf, which has
overtaken it. The resulting flow field in Fig. 8(h) looks similar to a cha-
otic drag producing B�enard–von K�arm�an vortex street. Figure 7(d)

FIG. 6. Time-history evolution of circulation of TEVs shed from the pitching foil.
Ar0:5 (fore) data represent the circulation values of TEV-df(1) in Fig. 3(a), and Ar1
(hind) represents the circulation values of TEV-df þ LEV-uh in Figs. 8(b)–8(d).
Note that Ar1 (fore) data also represent the data of the reference single foil [TEV-u
in Fig. 3(c)].
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demonstrates the cycle-averaged velocity field of the corresponding
configuration.

Model Ar1:5: Analyzing the instantaneous flow field of the Ar1:5,
the reason for its extremely low performance becomes clear. In all con-
figurations of Ar1:5, a large vortex shed from the fore foil encounters
the tip of the hind foil. As the result of the encounter, the vortex loses
its coherence and becomes divided and decomposed into smaller

vortices. The difference between the small thrust and high drag pro-
ducing cases is due to the interactions of the divided vortices with the
hind foil, LEV-h, and TEV-h. As further analysis of this case does little
to improve our understanding of the amplitude ratio, plots of the
instantaneous flow field of this model over the cycle are not presented.
The instantaneous vorticity field of the hind foil at / ¼ 7p=4, which is
the highest thrust producing configuration of the model Ar1:5, is

FIG. 7. Cycle-averaged streamwise velocity field of the high performance (left column) and low performance (right column) of the hind foil in tandem configurations: (a) and (b)
model Ar0:5, (c) and (d) model Ar1, and (e) and (f) model Ar1:5.
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FIG. 8. Instantaneous vorticity fields of hind foil in model Ar1 at: (a)–(d) / ¼ 3p=2 corresponding to high-performance case and (e)–(h) / ¼ 1p=4 corresponding to low-
performance case. t/T denotes the time in the oscillation period of the fore foil. This figure illustrates the arrival of TEV-uf at the hind foil and their interactions during one oscilla-
tion cycle of the hind foil. The green arrow positioned on the trailing edge demonstrates the instantaneous direction of the foil motion. Multimedia view of Figs. 8(a)–8(d):
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0088453.3
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shown in the supplementary material, Video 1. The cycle-averaged
flow field of high- and low-performance configurations is presented in
Figs. 7(e) and 7(f).

E. Comparison of high-thrust configurations

To synthesize the observations in Sec. IIID, it has been shown
that the wake of the fore foil can significantly affect the performance of
the hind foil, similar to the observations of previous studies.32–37,39 It
has been demonstrated that in the high-thrust cases, a vortex pair is
formed at the middle of the stroke and is shed at the end of the stroke
far from the centerline. This is the underlying mechanism of thrust
enhancement for both Ar0:5 and Ar1 configurations. The main effect
of this vortex pair in constructive, thrust-enhancing configurations is
an increase in TEV strength, and causing alternating TEVs to shed
with a greater total wake spacing. Figure 9 summarizes the key differ-
ences of the underlying mechanisms of thrust augmentation in differ-
ent amplitude ratio models at their corresponding high-performing
cases. In Fig. 9(a), it is seen that in high-thrust case of Ar0:5, the
induced trailing edge vortex (TEV-dh) contributes to thrust genera-
tion. Later this vortex amalgamates with the trailing edge vortex shed-
ding from top surface of the foil forming a stronger trailing edge
vortex compared to the one shed from the isolated reference foil.
Meanwhile, in the case of Ar1 it is the induced leading edge vortex
(LEV-uh) that amalgamates with the trailing edge vortices shed from
the top surface, which result in formation of a stronger trailing edge
vortex. TEV-uh þ LEV-dh in Fig. 9(b) denotes this compound vortex
shed during the previous stroke (upstroke). As seen in Fig. 9(c), in the
model Ar1:5, due to the destructive interaction of the high circulation
vortex arriving from fore foil (TEV-uf) with the hind foil, the perfor-
mance of the hind foil is always reduced.

Studying the differences observed in the flow fields of the high-
thrust cases of Ar0:5 and Ar1 configurations reveals how Ar0:5 produces
thrust more effectively than Ar1. In the high-thrust configuration of
Ar1 (/ ¼ 3p=2), the vortex pair that forms on the suction side of the
foil is stronger than that forms on Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4, which would

reduce surface pressure, increasing the total lift on the surface. Although
pressure on the foil surface was not determined explicitly, the instanta-
neous velocity field in Fig. 10 reveals a higher velocity in Ar1, induced
due to the presence of stronger vortex pair, which would result in fur-
ther pressure reduction on the suction side. Given this, as thrust is the
component of the instantaneous lift parallel with the free-stream, known
as Knoller–Betz effect,9 a higher thrust would be expected for Ar1 as it
generates higher lift. Despite this observation, the higher thrust achieved
by Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4 can be related to how effectively the wake–foil
interaction in this configuration is able to tilt the lift vector in the
streamwise direction. Furthermore, the weaker vortex pair on the suc-
tion side of the foil in this configuration would require less power to
pitch the foil in comparison to Ar1 at / ¼ 3p=2, which augments thrust
through the foil interaction with a stronger vortex pair.

Analyzing the effect of chord ratio on tandem pitching and heav-
ing foils, Joshi and Mysa37 observed reduced performance enhance-
ment of the hind foil by decreasing the reduced frequency (chord size)
of the fore foil, due to the reduced energy in the wake of the fore foil.
In contrast to their observation, in the present study, higher perfor-
mance enhancement was achieved by decreasing the Strouhal number
of the fore foil (pitch amplitude) and the energy of the flow at the
wake of the fore foil. Comparing Figs. 7(a), 7(c), and 7(e), it was
observed that the wake of the fore foil in Ar0:5 had lower momentum
and energy, yet, at the optimum phase difference, enhances the perfor-
mance of the hind more than Ar1 and Ar1:5 at their respective opti-
mum phase differences. Decreasing Strouhal number also causes the
wake width of the fore foil to become narrower. As shown in the Sec.
III D, at the optimum phase difference, the hind foil interacts differ-
ently with the vortices of the fore foil as the wake width changes. It
was observed that as the wake width of the fore foil decreased, thrust
augmentation of the hind foil increased at the optimum phase differ-
ence. Therefore, the interaction between fore and hind foils cannot be
predicted from the time-averaged energy or momentum of the fore-
foil wake alone, but their entire time history of vortex interactions
with the hind foil.

FIG. 9. Vorticity field of hind foils in highest-performing phase difference of their respective amplitude ratios: (a) Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4, (b) Ar1 at / ¼ 3p=2, and (c) Ar1:5 at
/ ¼ 7p=4. All figures are captured at the beginning of the downstroke.
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F. Argument on efficiency

The propulsive efficiency of tandem foils is defined as the ratio of
the power gain from the entire system to the total power given to the
fluid by the tandem system, known as the Froude efficiency,

g ¼
�T
�P
¼

�CT;M

�CP;f þ �CP;h
; (2)

where g, �P; �CT;M; �CP;f , and �CP;h denote the efficiency, mean power
input, mean thrust coefficient of the tandem model, and mean power
coefficients of fore and hind foils, respectively. In this study, we do not
have a direct measurement of the power coefficient and therefore cannot
give precise values to this efficiency. However, it is possible to cautiously
rank the relative efficiency of the high-thrust cases among themselves. It
has been shown in the literature that the power coefficient of NACA
0012 airfoil undergoing pure pitching motion excellently scales with
St2k within 500 < Rec < 32 000. Therefore, it is expected that power
consumption of the fore foils, which were pitched in isolation, could be
ranked based on their Strouhal number according to this scaling. Given
the lower Strouhal number of the fore foil in Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4, effec-
tive thrust production by the hind foil, and the highest thrust achieved
among all other configurations, it could be inferred that this configura-
tion likely had higher efficiency than Ar1 at / ¼ 3p=2. In the same
manner, the high-thrust case of Ar1 (/ ¼ 3p=2) likely had higher effi-
ciency than high-thrust configuration of Ar1:5 (/ ¼ 7p=4) since it pro-
duces significantly higher thrust and is expected to consume less energy
in comparison. However, to confirm these speculations, explicit studies
regarding the effect of amplitude ratio on efficiency are required.

In addition to the reasoning discussed above, the same observa-
tion can be inferred from the results of other studies. In the literature,
it has been shown that the high thrust and high efficiency are achieved
approximately concurrently in tandem in-line propulsors regardless of
their motion type (pure pitching32 or pitching and heaving).35,41 In
fact, this has been shown as one of the advantages of the tandem

propulsors over isolated ones where high values of thrust are obtained
at the price of lower efficiency. Joshi and Mysa37 showed that for
higher thrust producing configuration, higher efficiency has been
achieved at all chord ratios of tandem foils despite an energy reduction
in the wake of fore foil at smaller chord ratios. Therefore, there is a
very high probability that highest thrust producing configuration of
this study is nearly in phase with high efficiency. Conservatively, it can
be suggested that a rear-biased locomotion could be more beneficial
for a natural or a man-made vehicle employing tandem propulsion
system. A future, targeted study on efficiency may confirm this
suggestion.

In the paleontological context, our results indicate that plesio-
saurs could likely achieve higher performance and efficiency if they
had moved their hind flippers at larger amplitudes than fore flippers
in cruising conditions. This suggestion is consistent with the fossil
records of pliosaurs, which had more developed pelvic girdles44,45 and
are thought to be pursuit predators.2,3 However, our findings are not
consistent with the fossil records of long-necked, small-headed plesio-
saurs, which show higher angular amplitude range for the fore flip-
per,42,43 and a more massive development of the pectoral (shoulder)
girdle when compared to hind foil.44,45 We anticipate that although
the propulsive performance was important for plesiosaurs, there were
other selective pressures than efficiency for exhibiting almost identical
flippers with different morphologies. However, this cannot be general-
ized to all plesiosaur specimens as they were diverse group of animals
within their clades. Any further claims based on the results of the pre-
sent study likely require a species-specific analysis, considering paleon-
tological and biological aspects of plesiosaurs. However, the findings of
this study might inform such future studies on plesiosaur locomotion.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Inspired by the kinematics of plesiosaur flippers, PIV experi-
ments have been conducted on two tandem pitching hydrofoils under-
going sinusoidal oscillations at high amplitudes to study the effect of

FIG. 10. Instantaneous velocity magnitude in the flow field of hind foils: (a) Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4 and (b) Ar1 at / ¼ 3p=2. Both figures capture the flow field at t=T ¼ 0:41 in
the oscillation period of the hind foil.
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amplitude ratio on the propulsive performance. Three models of Ar0:5,
Ar1, and Ar1:5 studied on a range of 0 < / < 2p for a fixed spacing of
S ¼ 3c. For the first time, it has been shown that the effect of ampli-
tude ratio on the thrust generation of hind foil is significant for spacing
of S > 1c. Control volume analysis revealed that when the amplitude
ratio was set to 0.5, highest thrust among all configurations was
achieved at / ¼ 5p=4, confirming our hypothesis. For this configura-
tion, the total thrust coefficient reaches as high as 2.3 times those of an
isolated foil pitching with the kinematics of the hind foil. The total
thrust achieved by Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4 was also 10% higher than the
highest thrust producing case of amplitude ratio of Ar1 at (/ ¼ 3p=2).
The superiority of the total tandem system performance of Ar0:5 con-
figurations was evident over the entire phase difference domain.
Increasing amplitude ratio to 1.5 was found to have detrimental effects
on the performance of the hind foil producing negligible thrust at
/ ¼ 7p=4 and high drag in all other configurations. It was observed
that for a fixed spacing between the foils, by changing the amplitude
ratio the optimum phase difference shifts.

Instantaneous vorticity field analysis showed that the highest-
thrust configurations of Ar0:5 and Ar1 exhibit almost similar wakes
where the vortices are stronger and positioned at a higher lateral dis-
tance from the centerline compared to the reference foil’s wake. The
time averaged of this reverse B�enard–von K�arm�an vortex street illus-
trates a high momentum jet in the wake of the hind foil. The underly-
ing mechanism of such a wake was found to be the formation of a
vortex pair at the middle and its shedding at the end of each stroke.
This vortex pair consisted of TEV arriving from the fore foil and TEV
(in the case of Ar0:5) or LEV (in the case of Ar1) induced on the suc-
tion side of the hind foil. It is observed as the wake width of the fore
foil decreased with amplitude ratio, the hind foil experienced different
types of wake–foil interactions to enhance thrust at the corresponding
optimum phase difference. Further comparative analysis on the wake
showed that the hind foil in high-thrust configuration of Ar0:5 produ-
ces thrust more effectively than the one in Ar1. Significantly low per-
formance of all configurations of the Ar1:5 model was identified to be
associated with destructive encounter of hind foil with a large vortex
shed from the fore foil for all phase differences studied in this model.

The results of this study suggest that hind foil in a rear-biased
propulsion system benefits from enhanced performance. Although the
power input to the foils was not measured explicitly in this study,
using the scaling suggested by Senturk and Smits49 for pitching NACA
0012 foils, a relative efficiency ranking between the high-thrust config-
urations of the tandem models was made possible. Based on the hypo-
thetical ranking, it was argued that Ar0:5 at / ¼ 5p=4 was more
efficient than the other high-thrust configurations, therefore, sugges-
ting that a rear-biased propulsion system was more efficient. Direct
measurement of power is required to confirm this suggestion. The
findings of this study may inform future studies on plesiosaur swim-
ming and efficient marine/aerial vehicle design. The present work may
be extended to include effect of heave amplitude ratio, frequency ratio,
cross-stream spacing between the foils, and three dimensionalities on
the performance of the tandem propulsors to model more realistic bio-
logical locomotion.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the additional video demon-
strating instantaneous vorticity field of the Ar1:5 model at / ¼ 7p=4.
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